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ABSTRACT
In this paper two stages of analysis are studied. In stage I, the influence of crack shape on the
crack-tip stresses, critical loads and subsequent propagation direction is investigated via a simple
analytical model for cracks in homogeneous materials. This model is verified through finite element
simulations using ANSYS. It is demonstrated that accurate predictions of mechanical energy release
rate and crack deflection angle may be obtained from a smaller number of crack shape parameters.
In stage II, this concept is extended to curved cracks in functionally graded materials (FGMs).It is
common that analytical and computational models of fracture in FGMs have focused almost
extensively on straight cracks. If it can be demonstrated that straight cracks give an adequate
approximation of curved cracks in graded materials, then the existing solutions for straight cracks
provide a sufficient foundation for fracture analysis of FGMs. On the other hand, if straight cracks
do not adequately approximate curved cracks in FGMs, then the development of solutions for non
straight cracks in graded materials is priority. Three cracks shapes approximations are performed to
compare with the actual crack in isotropic and graded materials. The crack propagation and the SIFs
were simulated using finite element method. It was concluded that piecewise linear crack shapes
provide a significantly better approximation than straight crack shapes. Accordingly, analytical
solutions for piecewise linear cracks in graded materials would be very useful, and should be a
focus of future work in this area.
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:الخالصة
فثي الرين ثت الىلث ُ اسح حح ن نثأ ث حثشكني لثس الس ثي ث
خثأار لمأس ثثت لث دث ع ن ثخ كا ي ثثألر

في هذا البحث حثد اسا ثت لثين خن لث الخح نث

ثثك الس ثي فثثي الرث اا الرخسأ ثثت ىحثد الحوث ع ث

اجهثأااث المرثت

 في الرين ت الثأ نت هذا الخح ن ح ع لكسا ت حشكني لس الس ي في الرث اا الببمنثتANSYS الع أصي الرحكاة
ل الشأاع في ال رث ج الح ثأ ي ى ال رثيل ل س ثي فثي الرث اا الببمنت(الرخكسجثت فثي لعألث الريى ثت ا ثخ كا
الس ي ال بي لخرثن ه اجا حد اكبأث ا ه الس ي ال بي يعبثي خثأار حمييبنثت ل س ثي الحمنمثي ُفثأ الح ث ع الرخث فية
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ل س ي ال بي حعبثي صث سة فأفنثت ل س ثي الحمنمثي الثأ اجا كبثج العسثل فأ ثه الس ث س ال بنثت هثي ال ثأح فثي
ك المره لر اا لخسأ ت ىل اا طبمنثت

ك كت السأع حمييبنت ل الس ي حد ن خموأؤهأ لرمأس ت الجهأااث

الخح ن

ن خشأس الس ي ىالرمأس ت حرج أ خ كا الع أصي الرحكاة ل نظ ن ه لثس الس ثي ال بثي الرخثكس يعبثي خثأار
حمييبنت ل اللسأع الخمييبنت الديى ألرمأس ت لع الشس الحمنمي ل س ي ى نه الكسا ت ال رييت ل س ثي ال بثي
الرخكس في الر اا الببمنت هي الفثي صحت لكسا ت لنسأ نك الس ي في الر اا الببمنت
INTRODUCTION
FGMs (functionally graded materials) are “functionally graded” to provide the exact combination
of characteristics desired, and in these materials or structures the material properties vary with
location in such a way as to optimize some function of the overall FGM. The metal, the ceramic, the
volume, shape, location of the ceramic, and the fabrication method can all be tailored to achieve
particular desired properties. The design of FGMs requires an explicit understanding of the material
behavior at each location and over all these length scales. There has been quite considerable work
on the manufacturing methods of metal/ceramic FGMs. Advanced manufacturing techniques are
used to process FGMs, among which we may mention spark plasma sintering (SPS), 3D-printing,
electrophoretic deposition and high–temperature infiltration (Jin et al., 2001). Due to the brittle
nature of the ceramic components in ceramic/metal FGMs, fracture mechanics of graded materials
is also studied quite extensively. A detailed literature review of the fracture mechanics of graded
materials is given by Dag (2004). Functionally graded microstructure in a ceramic/metal composite
has been found to reduce the otherwise thermal stress field at the interface between ceramic and
metal plates(Taya et al., 2005). Chatterjee et al. (2006) have developed a multi-layered rainbow
type actuator with graded piezoelectric properties through the thickness.
The criteria for crack propagation should take into consideration the account of the influences of
material property gradient along with crack geometry and applied loading, on the applied stress
intensity factor (Erdogan, 2006). Furthermore, it should be include the effects of intrinsic toughness
variation (Jin & Batra, 2007). Although a crack shape may be quite complicated, several researches
have suggested that the stress intensity factor may be approximated by a function of several simple
crack-shape parameters, or indeed by approximating the curved crack to an equivalent straight
crack. The relevance of these types of approximation has been demonstrated for particular crackshapes and loading configurations, although reasons were not given for why this is so (Kitagawa et
al.,1975, Leevers et al., 1980, Noda et al., 1994). Approximations to an equivalent straight crack, or
other simplified crack-shape, simplifies calculation appreciably and may often sufficiently accurate.
In fact, this approximation is made when treating any macroscopically straight crack as being
perfectly straight, despite the fairly ubiquitous presence of crack deflection at a microscopic level.
The validity of the approximation in this case is generally not questioned. For macroscopically
deflecting cracks, this approximation is clearly useful for simply estimating fracture parameters, and
thus warrants further investigation.
It is proposed that the shape of a crack may be described by several parameters, from which an
approximate SIF value may be predicted. For an edge crack, a common configuration in experiment
fracture mechanics, the proposed parameters, shown in Fig. 1. are:
 Crack length perpendicular to the edge, a;
 Transverse deviation parallel to the edge, d;
 Crack-tip orientation relative to loading direction,  .
In this paper, the influence of crack shape on crack tip stresses in homogeneous materials is
investigated via a simple analytical model. This model is verified through finite element
simulations. Second, the curved cracks of graded materials were simulated by FE program ANSYS.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Analytical Model(For Homogeneous Material)
A simplified approach given by Ashby and Jones (1996), for calculating the mechanical energy
release rate, based on the assumption of an elliptical region of stress relaxation around the crack and
the increase in this region with the crack extension. For a straight crack of length, 2a, as in Fig.2,
the rate of energy release, G, associated with a crack extension was determined as:

k 2 a
G
2E '

(1)

Where E' is the effective Young's modulus, and k describes the aspect ratio of the relaxation
volume. It can be shown that k is 2, for a through-thickness straight crack in an infinite medium.
Mechanical Energy Release Rate
The mechanical energy release rate is calculated from the following formula (Noda et al., 1994):

G

 2
4E '

[2a(cos   d sin  ) cos(   )]

(2)

To estimate the value of  , the simple case of a straight crack under tensile loading is considered.
In this case, parameter d,  and  are zero, and:

G

 2 a

(3)

2E '

This may be compared with the known expression for an edge crack (Broek, 1991):

G

1.12 2  2 a
E'

(4)

And the geometrical constant is thus determined as  =2(1.12)2  2.5.
Deflection Angle
Whilst a number of different criteria have been used to predict deflection angle, the focus of the
current analysis is strain energy release rate. Accordingly, the maximum energy release rate
criterion is most appropriate. Considering a kink extending at angle from the tip of a particular
curved crack the mechanical energy release rate is estimated from Eq. (2) as:

G( ) 

 2
4E '

[2a(cos   d sin  ) cos(     )]

(5)

This is maximized for:

dG ( )
0
d

(6)

After simple sequence of calculations, the optimum value of the kink angle, :
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k   

(7)

This implies that mechanical energy release rate will be maximized for crack growth
perpendicular to the loading direction, which is understood to be the case.
This simple analytical model may not be applied to FGMs, as the elastic property gradient, leads to
a spatial variation in strain energy density. It was assumed, however, that curved cracks in FGMs,
by analogy with those in homogeneous materials, may also be approximated by simple-shaped
cracks. This was investigated with FE simulation, using several different crack-shape
approximations.

FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATIONS (FOR BOTH FGMS AND
HOMOGENEOUS MATERIALS)
Geometric Modeling
Specimens were modeled in two dimensions under plane stress conditions. Generally,
compositionally symmetrical samples, consisting of two graded sections situated between materials
1 and 2, as in Fig. 2. A tensile load is applied to the edge of the plate and the other is clamped.
Crack propagation was assumed to initiate from a notch in the graded section, oriented
perpendicular to the gradient section. The material gradient was described by the magnitude of
elastic property mismatch, RE=E2/E1, the width, w, and the shape of the elastic property profile,
defined by the exponent, n, in a power-law expression. Continuous and stepped gradients
respectively, as shown in Fig. 3, were defined by

E( )  E1 (1  ( RE  1) n )
E ( )  E1 (1  ( RE  1)( Int[ N s ] / N s ) n )

(Continuous)

(8)

(Stepped)

(9)

Where Ns is the number of steps across the gradient and Int[ N s ] represents the operation of
rounding to the nearest integer. Stepped gradients with smoothing of effective properties at step
interfaces were also considered.
In linear elastic problems, it is known that the displacements near the crack tip (or crack front)
vary as r , where r is the distance from the crack tip. The stresses and strains are singular at the
crack tip, varying as 1 . To resolve the singularity in strain, the crack faces should be
r
coincident, and the elements around the crack tip (or crack front) should be quadratic, with the
midside nodes placed at the quarter points. Such elements are called singular elements. Fig. shows
2D singular element. Meshing was conducted under free meshing conditions using the AMESH
command, with isoparametric quadrilateral PLANE 82 elements which have 8 nodes: 4 vortex
nodes and 4 midside nodes. The crack tip singularity were modeled using degenerate triangular
quarter point elements, which enabled crack tip fields and fracture parameters to obtained. An
example of meshing is given in Fig. 4. To improve solution accuracy, the mesh was refined around
the crack and the crack tip in particular, with crack tip element size (ao/1000) where ao is initial
crack length, as shown in Fig. 3. approximately 3500 elements were used in total.
Simulation Of Crack Propagation
Crack propagation was simulated incrementally. Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram explaining the
sequence of events in simulation of crack propagation.
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SUMMARY
These were conducted in two stages. In stage I, stationary cracks with a range of shapes in
homogeneous specimens were modeled to obtain values for mechanical energy release rate and
deflection angle. In stage II, propagation of cracks in homogeneous and graded specimens was
simulated, and crack paths and SIF profiles were obtained.
The general specimen configuration for stage I, an edge-cracked size with stresses applied to edge
of plate, and a representative mesh, are shown in Fig. 4. Deflection angle was predicting using the
maximum energy release rate criterion for consistency with the analytical model.
To investigate a range of crack shapes, a degree of variability within the constraints of the set
parameter scheme was introduced by varying the curvature of the cracks, whilst keeping the defined
parameters constant. Three different general crack shapes were considered, A, B and C, as shown in
Fig. 6. By using each of these for each set of values of a, d, and, the sensitivity to curvature could be
examined. It should be noted that, in the geometrical scheme used, the radius of curvature, r, is
proportional to a and d, so that when d is varied, the relative curvature, i.e. r/a varies also.
When the entire crack shape was used, the finite extension per increment resulted in a path made
up of numerous small line segments. As the propagation direction did not change abruptly, these
formed a smooth path. The effect of using approximated crack shapes on predictions of crack-path
and stress concentrations was examined. When simplified crack-shapes, as shown in Fig. 7(a), were
used, the crack was extended in the same way; however, after each crack extension, a new
approximated crack-shape was defined and meshed. This approximated crack shape was used for
calculation of the propagation direction for the subsequent increment. This is illustrated
schematically in Fig. 7(b). The crack-shape geometry and surrounding mesh was deleted and
refined between each increment of the propagation. The crack paths presented here are essentially
plots of the variation of crack-tip location, as calculated using a variety of crack-shape
approximations.
It should be emphasized that the use of approximated crack shapes in this manner did not improve
simulation efficiency, except for simplifying the mesh pattern around the crack which could slightly
reduce the number of elements and hence the computation time. Rather, the efficiency of analytical
solutions would be improved notably if a simplified crack shape could be used. Establishing the
validity of this was a principal aim of this study.
This approach was applied to several different material configurations. The general specimen
geometry, an edge-cracked plate in tension, is depicted in Fig. 3. Specimens containing the
following material interface configurations were examined:
(1) No interface (asymmetrically-notched homogeneous specimen), with the notch situated 36
mm from the load line (center of specimen).
(2) Step interface (biomaterial specimen), with crack initially 8 mm from the interface;
(3) Continuously-graded interfaces, with parabolic spatial variation in material properties
across a 10 mm wide gradient region, and crack initially situated 8 mm from the interface
between the gradient region and material 1;
(4) Continuously graded interface, with parabolic spatial variation in material properties across
a 10 mm in wide gradient region, and crack initially situated 8 mm from the interface
between the gradient region and material 1;
(5) Discontinuously-graded interface, with stepped-linear (3 steps) spatial variation in material
properties across a 10 mm wide gradient region, and crack initially situated 8 mm from the
interface between the gradient region and material 1.
The assumed properties of material 1 were E1=3.4,v1= 0.25. Properties of material 2 were
assumed as E2=340 and v2=0.25 for all cases except the homogeneous specimen, which material 1
and 2 were identical (Mattew T.Tillbrook, 2005). The large disparity in elastic properties was
assumed so that deflection angles would be high, thereby amplifying the differences which may
arise between predictions from different crack-shape approximations.
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Curved Cracks In Homogeneous Materials
The predictions from this analytical model are shown in Figures 8 to 10, along with results
obtained from finite element analysis. The FE results are shown as dots or triangles, with a degree
of scatter between results obtained for different shape types, A, B and C, whilst analytical model
results are shown as solid lines. Mechanical energy release rate values are normalized with respect
to effective Young's modulus, E', and applied stress,  , so that the effect of crack geometry may
be examined directly. However, as applied stress and effective Young's modulus were held constant
for all cases examined, the absolute and normalized values for mechanical energy release rate are
directly proportional.
The effect of variation in relative deviation, d, is illustrated in Figs.8a and b for cracks with
loading angles of   0 0 & 30 0 respectively. There is a systematic influence of d on the deflection
angle. Although the difference is larger for larger values of d, the influence of d seems to be greater
for smaller d values, as the slope of the variation of  with d is greater in that region. Variation in d
leads to a variation in the curvature at the crack tip, so the influence of d is likely to be attributable
to curvature.
The effect of variation in crack-tip angle,  , is illustrated in Fig. 9(a and b) for cracks with loading
angles of   0 0 & 30 0 respectively. Crack-tip orientation is seen to influence fracture parameters
significantly. Increasing the crack-tip angles leads to an increase in deflection angle, and a decrease
in mechanical energy release rate. Very close agreement is observed between the model and FE
predictions for both energy release rate and deflection angle.
The effect of variation in crack shape is illustrated in Fig.10 (a and b) for cracks with loading
angle of   0 0 & 30 0 respectively. In these cases, the key shape parameters remain constant whilst
the shape of the crack is varied. This was achieved by varying the radius of curvature in the circular
arc section of the crack shape. Crack curvature has only a minor influence on fracture parameters,
as anticipated in the original hypothesis. This implies that a wide range of cracks may be simulated
reasonably accurately by analogy with simplified crack shapes. Crack curvature does seem to have
a slight effect, especially when the radius of curvature near the crack tip is small. This is in
agreement with the findings of (Kitagawa et al., 1975).
Curved Crack In Graded Materials
Crack paths and SIF magnitude profiles obtained using each of the approximated crack shapes are
compared with these obtained using the entire crack-path shape, in Figs 11 to 15. SIF magnitude has
been normalized with respect to the SIF for straight crack of the same length in a homogeneous
specimen of the same dimensions and loading. This allows the influence of material property
variation to be examined independent of the effects of crack length, which would otherwise
dominate the variation of SIF magnitude. The normalized SIF magnitude profiles are plotted against
crack-tip position in the horizontal direction so that variation across the interface region may be
compared between the different crack-shape approximations.
Fig. 11 shows results for the asymmetrically-notched homogeneous specimen. Path predictions
and SIF magnitudes obtained using crack-shape approximations show very good agreement with
those obtained using the entire crack-path. In the homogeneous material specimen in Fig.11, the use
of an approximated crack shape appears to have almost no effect at all on SIF magnitude
predictions. Results for the bimaterial specimen are presented in Fig. 12. Deviation between results
from approximated crack shapes and the entire crack path is more significant in this case. Fig. 12
and 14 show the results for the two continuously graded specimens with different gradient
steepness. Results for the discontinuously graded (step graded) specimen, which contained three
steps, are shown in Fig. 15.
The presence of material inhomogeneity, in Figs 12 to 15, seems to cause greater deviations
between results from approximated crack shapes and those obtained using the entire crack path. In
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inhomogeneous specimens, the results predicted using straight deviated significantly from the
results for exact crack shape. Those approximations tended to result in less deflection. This could be
attributed to a slight skewing of the crack tip stress field, caused by the difference in crack tip
orientation of the approximated and exact crack shapes. The piecewise linear approximation gave
good predictions for all the configurations examined.
The crack path shows a cumulative deviation effect. In the first increments of crack growth,
before any deflection has occurred, the exact and approximated crack shapes are identical, and then
they become progressively more different as the crack propagate, as was shown schematically in
Fig. 7(b). Concordant with this, differences in the crack propagation direction, due to the use of a
crack shape approximation, are initially very small then these increase as the crack extends.
Furthermore, the differences accumulate, and the differences between crack paths lead to further
divergence.
For cracks in the specimen with some material inhomogeneity, the SIF magnitude varied
significantly across the interface region. In Fig. 12, it increases sharply as the biomaterial interface
is approached. A similar effect is observed as the crack approaches the two interfaces in the step
graded specimen in Fig. 15. A more continuous variation in SIF magnitude is observed for the
continuously graded specimens, though these still exhibit notable variation with crack tip position.
The contrast between the results for linear property variation in Fig. 13 and those for parabolic
variation in Fig. 14 highlights the importance of material property distribution in influencing crack
tip stresses.
For the crack approaching the biomaterial interface in Fig. 12, SIF magnitudes varied significantly
between simulations using different crack shape approximations. For a crack with tip situated 1 mm
from the bimaterial interface, for instance, the relative SIF magnitude calculated for using exact
crack shape is 1.8 times that calculated using the straight crack approximation. This means that
using the straight crack approximation would lead to an overestimate of critical load by a factor of
1.8. Similar comparisons may be made for crack in continuously graded and step graded specimens.
These also show significant differences between SIF magnitudes obtained from different crack
shape approximations.

CONCLUSIONS
From this analysis, the following concluding points can be deduced,
1. Curved cracks in homogeneous materials may be reasonably approximated by equivalent straight
cracks for the calculation of mechanical energy release rates and deflection angles.
2. Piecewise linear crack shapes provide a significantly better approximation than straight crack
shapes. Accordingly, analytical solutions for piecewise linear cracks in graded materials would be
very useful, and should be a focus of further work in this area.

Fig. 1 Example of deviating crack showing key parameters
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Fig. 2 Stress relaxation volume around (a) a straight internal crack under tensile loading (b) a
curved edge crack under mixed mode loading

Fig. 3 Graded material specimen used in simulation

Fig. 4 Representative meshing of finite element modeling around the crack tip and crack front
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Fig. 5 schematic diagram shows the sequence of procedure of crack propagation using
ANSYS

Fig. 6 Generic crack shapes used in FE validation (Stage I):A-Concave, B-Piecewise linear, CConvex(Stage I)
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(b)

Fig. 7 Illustration of crack approximation (Stage II)

Fig. 8a Effect of transverse deviation, d, on mechanical energy release rate and propagation
direction under tensile loading ( =00)

Fig. 8b Effect of transverse deviation, d, on mechanical energy release rate and propagation
direction under tensile loading ( =300)
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Fig. 9a Effect of crack-tip orientation on mechanical energy release rate and propagation
direction under tensile loading( =00)

Fig. 9b Effect of crack-tip orientation on mechanical energy release rate and propagation
direction under tensile loading( =300)

Fig 10a Effect of variation in radius of curvature at crack tip on mechanical energy release
rate and propagation direction under tensile loading(  =00)
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Fig 10 b Effect of variation in radius of curvature at crack tip on mechanical energy release
rate and propagation direction under tensile loading(  =300)
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Fig. 11 Normalized stress intensity factor in homogeneous specimen for three cases of
approximated cracks
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Fig. 11 Normalized stress intensity factor in bimaterial specimen for three cases of
approximated cracks
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Fig. 13 Normalized stress intensity factor graded specimen(with linear variation in Young's
modulus) for three cases of approximated cracks
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Fig. 14 Normalized stress intensity factor graded specimen(with parabolic variation in
Young's modulus) for three cases of approximated cracks
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Fig. 15 Normalized stress intensity factor graded specimen (with stepped linear variation in
Young's modulus) for three cases of approximated cracks
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List of Symbols
a: Crack length, mm
d: Transverse deviation parallel to the edge, mm
E': Effective young's modulus, Mpa
G: Mechanical energy release rate, J/mm2
h: Height of specimen, mm
K: SIF, Mpa( mm
k:
w:
RE:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Aspect ratio of the relaxation volume
Gradient width, mm
Young's modulus ratio
Crack tip position relative to loading direction, degree
Gradient parameter
Loading angle, degree
Crack angle, degree
Stress, Mpa
Relative crack position
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